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I became obsessed with macarons about six years ago when they first 
stormed Australia and became something like the pinnacle in a dessert 
repertoire. I have literally tried thousands of recipes, combinations, short 
cuts and tweaks to find what works and what doesn’t. Cutting through the 
facts and fables has been a long and tiring slog with both successes and 
failures along the way, I have been there, tired, frustrated and annoyed 
when batch after batch fail and elated beyond belief when my results  
improved and became more consistent. 

Over the next few pages I have broken down the exact process that I 
go through each and every time I make these delicious sweets. The tips 
I give are tried and tested because I believe in not only giving you the 
information you need, but the tools to understand why certain processes 
are necessary.  

There are no short cuts when it comes to making macarons, care must be 
taken with each step of the process and perfection will come with practice, 
the more often you create macarons the faster and more efficient the 
process will become. When you realise that perfect shells are possible you 
will want to recreate these treats as often as you can. Honestly, even after 
all this time the feeling of taking a tray of perfect shells from the oven 
never gets old.

The one tip I give everyone who comes to my class is that you do need 
to be precise when it comes to making these sweets, the devil really is in 
the details. But, get that right and you will have some amazing delicious 
rewards waiting for you!

I hope that the following pages help you to produce the best macarons 
you have ever created.

Maggie x

Hello and Welcome!
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Equipment you will need

Tips for success

• Electronic Food scales

• Stand mixer with whisk attachment

• Sugar thermometer

• Large mixing bowls

• Silicone spatulas

• Paste or gel food colouring

• Baking trays prepared with baking paper

• Piping bag & 8mm round piping nozzle

• Template for macaron shells (I normally use a 3cm template and allow for spreading.  
Templates can easily be found on Google Images and printed from your PC.)

• Be as organised as you can. Begin your preparation for 
macarons 2 - 3 days BEFORE you think you’ll be making them.

• Weigh all of your ingredients in grams, precisely (being very 
precise here helps) and have everything ready to go before  
you begin.

• Have all ingredients at room temperature.

• Be sure your mixing bowl and whisk are spotlessly clean and dry 
to achieve a perfect meringue.

• The weather DOES play a big impact on your success, very hot 
and humid days are not favourable for macaron making.

• Preheat your oven to the correct  temperature.

• If your oven hasn’t been calibrated in a while invest in a hanging 
oven thermometer.

• You may not make perfect macarons the first time you make 
them, but with practice, patience and perseverance you will see 
improvement.

• Enjoy the delicious results!
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Every oven you use to make macarons will vary and it pays to get 
to know your oven very well if you plan on making macarons often 
or in large quantities. Below are some tips on using your oven to its 
best ability.

• Every oven has its own maximum capacity. Some ovens will 
allow you to bake two trays at a time while others only one.  
If you find that your macarons collapse soon after baking or 
bake lopsided it may be that your oven is too full.  
Try baking one tray at a time and see the end result.

• All ovens have hot spots. You will need to find where your 
oven’s hot spot is and be aware that the macarons on that side 
will bake faster than the others. They will also be the first to rise 
and may be drier than the rest of the batch, or have a slight 
brown tinge. To avoid this and promote even baking I swap 
my oven trays around after the initial 6- 8 minutes of baking, 
before lowering the oven temperature.

Note on oven temperatures

• Macarons are best baked in an oven with low or no fan.  
A strong fan force can cause your macaron to rise too rapidly 
and crack in a peak. If you are unable to turn your oven fan off 
you can overcome this by propping your oven door slightly  
ajar with a spoon to allow the fast movement of air to escape. 
You can also try decreasing your oven temperature by a further 
10 degrees, but will need to bake your macarons for a further 
1-2 minutes.

• In this recipe I have given the temperatures that I use when 
baking macarons for years in my home oven, I was able to 
achieve perfect feet and consistent results. Since purchasing 
and using a commercial oven I have had to adjust my oven 
temperatures and timing to account for a strong fan and an 
oven cavity that heats very quickly. I now preheat my oven 
temperature 118°C, reducing to 114°C after 10 minutes of 
baking and baking my macarons for a further 8 minutes,  
with a total baking time of 18 minutes.
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Makes approx. 45 macarons, 3cm in diameter

81g Egg White (A)

2g Cream of Tartar

2g Dried Egg White (optional) - if you have aged your egg white for a few days you shouldn’t require any dried egg white powder

220g Castor Sugar

55g Water

81g Egg Whites (B)

400g Tant pour Tant (200g almond meal + 200g pure icing sugar)

30g Cocoa Powder

Plain macaron shells

Chocolate macaron shells 

Makes approx. 45 macarons, 3cm in diameter

81g Egg Whites (A)

2g Cream of Tartar

2g Dried Egg White (optional) - if you have aged your egg white for a few days you shouldn’t require any dried egg white powder

220g Caster Sugar

55g Water

81g Egg Whites (B) 

440g tant pour tant (220g almond meal + 220g pure icing sugar)

Colour of your choice - paste or powder colours have the best outcomes
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Aging and clarifying egg whites

Clarifying and aging egg whites assists in breaking down proteins,  
making it easier to whip the egg whites and achieve a stable 
meringue. 

To clarify egg whites separate two more eggs than you require for 
macarons and pass through a colander, chinios (a conical strainer) 
or course sieve, this allows the pure egg white to pass through 
quite easily. 

You can use a clean spatula to help the egg whites pass through  
the sieve. If you see that they seem stuck you can give the whites  
a good stir, running your spatula around the sieve and help the  
egg white pass through. I usually use my spatula to skim the 
underside of the sieve as well as this helps disoldge any white  
stuck in the sieve and will allow more egg white to break down  
and pass through. 

Leave the clarified egg whites in the fridge covered loosely with 
cling wrap allowing some of the moisture to evaporate over 1-2 
days. This will help in creating a more stable meringue and perfect 
macaron shells. 

When you are ready to make macarons bring your egg white to 
room temperature for 1-2 hours and weigh just before using.
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TPT refers to the equal amount of almond meal and icing sugar 
used to make up the majority of the macaron mixture. 

Almond meal is quite moist and grainy due to the natural oils 
contained in nuts, this can result in a grainy, lumpy look on your 
macaron shells.

Drying

Dry almond meal is easier to grind. To do this, spread your almond 
meal out in a shallow container, covered loosely with cling film for 
2-3 days and leave on a sunny window ledge. Alternatively dry 
your meal out in a low oven at approximately 50 degrees C for 30 
- 40 minutes and leave for a good hour or two to cool completely 
before blitzing in a high speed blender.

Blending

Be sure to blend equal amounts of pure icing sugar together with 
your dried almond meal as this helps absorb any oils released when 
the almonds are heated during blending. Blending in batches also 
helps to avoid overheating. Pass this mix through a course sieve 
and push through any lumps.

Almond Meal and Tant Pour Tant (TPT)
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Preparation

Weigh out all ingredients and have 
equipment at hand and ready to go.

Preheat oven to 140°C.

Make Italian Meringue

An Italian Meringue is created when a hot 
sugar syrup is combined with whipped 
egg whites to create a smooth and glossy 
meringue. The trick here is to have the 
egg whites beaten to moderately firm 
peaks at the same time that the sugar 
syrup reaches 118°C or 225°F.  

Combine egg whites (A), cream of tartar 
and powdered egg white into a clean 
mixing bowl fitted with whisk attachment.

Begin whipping egg whites at medium 
speed to break down the proteins and 
create even sized air bubbles. Increase 
speed to high once sugar syrup reaches 
about 100°C. The egg whites should 
reach medium / firm peaks at the same 
time the sugar syrup reaches 118°C, at 
this point remove the syrup from the heat 
and let bubbles subside. 

Pour slowly into the whipped egg whites 
to make an Italian meringue. Aim to pour 
the sugar syrup down the side of your 
mixing bowl to avoid hitting the whisk and 
splashing the syrup along the sides rather 
than into the meringue.

Gel based food colours can be added to 
either the Italian meringue or into the 
almond paste. To achieve a more vibrant 
shade I add food colouring into both as 
the whiteness of the meringue tends to 
dissipate colour.

Continue beating the meringue on high 
speed until it cools to approx. 45°C  or 
is just a little warm when you touch the 
side of the mixing bowl with your hand. 
This takes approximately 5 - 7 minutes 
depending on the size of your batch.
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Make almond Paste

In a large separate bowl add egg whites 
(B) to the tant pour tant (and sieved 
cocoa powder if making chocolate 
macaron shells). Mix together to form a 
firm paste, similar to marzipan. This may 
take a little while and may seem as though 
it will not combine but just persevere with 
it and it will all come together eventually.

Macaronage

Once your meringue is cool to the touch 
and holds a firm peak it is ready to be 
incorporated into the almond paste. I add 
my meringue in three stages which gives 
better control over the end result.

Begin by folding one third of the 
meringue into the almond paste to 
loosen it up. Don’t be too worried about 
knocking out any air bubbles at this stage, 
but still remain semi-gentle, trying not to 
beat the mixture too vigorously.

Once the first third of meringue is fully 
incorporated add another 3rd to the 
mix. At the moment we are just aiming 
to incorporate the meringue evenly 
and eliminate any lumps of paste, while 
beginning to fold. Remember to scrape 
the bottom of the bowl a few time to 
remove any clumps of mixture.

Add in the remaining 3rd of meringue 
and being to gently but deliberately fold 
the mixture. This begins to deflate the 
air bubbles in the meringue and create 
movement and fluidity to the paste.
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Piping and Baking

Prepare your baking trays by lining with 
baking paper, use a template underneath 
as a guide to create the perfect size shell. 
Only fill your piping bag one quarter to 
one-third full to give you greater control 
when piping. Pipe macarons by holding 
the piping bag and nozzle at a 90° angle 
to the baking tray and applying even 
pressure to the mixture to produce a 
round shell 30mm in diameter making 
sure to allow room for spreading. Try not 
to move your piping tip upwards as the 
batter flows out as this will result in too 
much mixture being piped out and a lot  
of spreading.

Once a full tray of macaron shells has 
been piped, remove the template from 
underneath the baking paper and tap the 
baking tray on your bench to level out the 
macaron shells. 

Continue folding the macaron paste until 
you have achieved a smooth batter that 
flows ‘like magma’ and flattens itself out 
within 1-2 minutes. Your mixture should 
be supple and have a nice shine, the paste 
should flow toward the outer edges of the 
bowl gently and any lumps on the surface 
should flatten out. At this stage your 
batter should fall in continuous ribbons 
from your spatula back into the bowl.

Secure your baking paper to the tray 
using a dot of macaron mixture in each 
corner under the baking paper to stick it 
to the tray. Your macaron shells may be 
baked as soon as they have been piped  
or left to form a skin for approximately 
5-10 minutes. The longer the shells are 
left at room temperature the more matte 
their appearance will be. Macarons should 
be baked within 20 - 30 minutes of 
being piped.

Bake in your preheated oven for 
approximately  7-8 minutes at 140°C 
then decrease to 120°C for another  
10-11 minutes for a total baking time 
of 17 - 18 minutes.. I find my oven has 
hot spots and I will swap my oven trays 
around after the initial 7-8 minutes to 
achieve an even bake.
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Cooling, Filling and Storage

Once the shells have been baked remove 
from the oven and transfer the shells on 
the baking paper directly onto a cooling 
rack, so the residual heat from the baking 
tray doesn’t continue to cook  
the macaron shells.

Cool for a minimum of 15 - 20 minutes. 
As the macaron shells cool they will 
naturally contract making it easy to 
remove them from the baking paper.

Once completely cooled slowly but 
confidently flip the baking sheet with 
macaron shells upside down and slowly 
and gently, using outward pressure, peel 
the baking paper away from the shells. 

Pair the shells together and place aside 
ready for filling.

Macarons are best eaten within 4 days  
of making.

Keeping your macarons sealed in an 
airtight container in the fridge will keep 
them fresh.

For best flavour and texture serve 
macarons at room temperature.
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Tip: weigh the mixing bowl you are using to create your Italian meringue prior 
to beginning this recipe. Once the meringue is ready to use weigh the bowl 
again and deduct the weight of your bowl, the remaining weight is that of your 
meringue, making it easy to divide in half.

Make Italian Meringue and  
Almond Paste

Prepare Italian Meringue by beating egg 
whites to moderate peaks in your stand 
mixer whilst simultaneously brining the 
sugar syrup to 118°C or 245°F. Pour the 
boiling syrup gradually into the beating 
egg whites and continue beating for a 
further 7-10 minutes or until the mixing 
bowl is just warm to the touch, or the 
meringue has reached approximately 
40°C / 104°F

Add vanilla to the meringue and 
incorporate but do not add colour  
at this stage.

Add egg whites (B) to tant pour tant and 
combine to a smooth paste.

Divide almond mixture

At this stage weigh the entire almond 
paste  mixture and divide evenly into two 
separate mixing bowls, Add your choice 
of colours to the almond paste in each 
bowl so you now have 2 almond paste 
mixtures.

Divide Italian Meringue

Once the meringue has cooled to the 
touch and is the correct consistency 
divide in half and add the meringue into 
each bowl of coloured almond paste in 
three additions as described on page 14.

begin incorporating an equal amount into 
each bowl, so that you distribute half of 
the meringue into each colour.
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Mix each bowl of macaron paste into 
a smooth batter that flows like lava to 
the outer edges of the bowl, try to keep 
both pastes at a similar consistency, this 
requires patience and a light hand.  
Watch that the batter flattens itself  
out within 1-2 minutes and flows in  
even ribbons from your spatula back  
into the bowl.

Piping and Baking

You will require 3 piping bags to pipe the 
macaron shells.

Cut the tip of one piping bag and fit with 
a 0.8cm nozzle.

Place a small amount of the batter  
from each bowl into separate piping bags. 
It’s easier to begin with smaller amounts 
of batter in each bag and fill as your 
require more. 

Snip a small opening at the end of each 
bag about 1cm wide, gently sandwich the 
bags together and place into the piping 
bag fitted with the nozzle making sure 
both bags come to the same end point 
and one is not occluding the other. 

You may need to adjust one of the bags 
until you see both colours emerging from 
the piping nozzle.
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Tap the baking tray on your bench to level 
out the macaron shells and bake as soon 
as you have finished piping the last tray.

Secure your baking paper to the tray 
using a dot of macaron mixture in each 
corner under the baking paper to stick it 
to the tray. Your macaron shells may be 
baked as soon as they have been piped  
or left to form a skin for approximately 
5-10 minutes. The longer the shells are 
left at room temperature the more matte 
their appearance will be. Macarons should 
be baked within 20 - 30 minutes of 
being piped.

Bake in your preheated oven for 7-8 
minutes at 140°C or 284°F, decreasing 
the temperature to 120°C / 248°F for a 
further 9-10 minutes, with a total baking 
time of approximately 17 - 18 minutes.

Cool macaron shells on their baking 
paper for 15 - 20 minutes before gently 
flipping the baking paper over and peeling 
the baking paper away from the shells 
using firm even pressure on the baking 
paper. Pair macaron shells together and 
place in rows ready for filling.

Prepare baking trays by placing your 
printed macaron template on your baking 
tray topped with a sheet of baking paper 
and preheat oven to 140°C.

Using firm pressure pipe macaron shells 
approx. 30mm in diameter. As you push 
the batter through you will see the dual 
tones emerging from your piping bag.
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Method

Bring a saucepan half filled with warm 
water to a simmer.

Combine egg whites and castor sugar 
together in the bowl of a electric beater 
and place directly on top of the simmering 
saucepan. Whisk the egg whites and sugar 
to combine gently with a clean whisk and 
reduce heat so the water is just under a 
simmer and applies a gentle heat.

Allow the egg whites and castor sugar 
to heat gradually to 80°C whisking 
occasionally to promote even heating. 
Once the egg whites have reached 80°C 
turn the heat off completely and set a 
timer for 5 minutes. Keeping the egg 
whites above 80 degrees for over  
5 minutes will pasteurise the egg whites.

Remove bowl from the heat, wipe any 
residual condensation with a clean cloth 
from the bowl and attach directly to a 
stand mixer with a whisk attachment. 
Whisk continuously for approximately 10 
minutes at full speed or until the meringue 
has cooled to body temperature. The bowl 
should be just warm to the touch.

Add the cubed butter a few pieces at a 
time until completely incorporated and 
allow the mixer to beat the buttercream 
together for a further 5 minutes.

Flavour buttercream with vanilla beans to 
taste or combine with any other flavour.

Variations: SMBC is a very versatile filling 
and accepts any number of flavours to 
become a delicious filling for macarons, 
cakes and cupcakes. The variations are 
definitely not limited but these are some 
of my favourites. 

Chocolate butter cream made by adding 
Belgium dark chocolate ganache and 2 tbs 
sieved cocoa powder.

For a delicious choc malt filling add Milo 
powder to taste. 

Cookies and cream filling can be made by 
adding crushed Oreo biscuits. 

lemon filling can be made by adding lemon 
zest to the butter cream along with  
lemon curd.

Fresh berry puree can be added for a tart  
berry filling.

Make an espresso butter cream by adding 
cooled espresso coffee to taste.

Swiss Meringue 
Buttercream
Ingredients

• 150g egg whites

• 300g castor sugar

• 450g unsalted butter, cubed, at room temperature
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Method

Heat the sour cream and glucose syrup to a boil 
and pour directly over the chocolate buttons. 
Leave for a minute or so for the chocolate to 
begin melting.

Emulsify with a stick blender. Add the softened 
butter until combined thoroughly. 

Pour into a shallow container and refrigerate until 
firm piping consistency.

Variation: replace the sour cream in the recipe 
with coconut cream and 1/2 cup of desiccated 
coconut for a delicious coconut ganache.

White Chocolate 
Sour Cream Ganache
Ingredients

• 300g white chocolate buttons

• 150g full fat sour cream

• 30g glucose syrup

• 50g unsalted butter - room temp - cubed
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Method

Heat cream, glucose and vanilla, bring  to 
a boil and set aside.

Pour one third of the castor sugar into 
a deep saucepan and heat on medium / 
low until the sugar completely dissolves 
and tiny bubbles can be seen on the 
surface of the caramel. Try not to agitate 
the sugar too much as this can cause 
re-crystallisation, instead drag the 
melting sugar slowly in and around itself 
to promote even melting. Once the first 
third of sugar is completely melted and 
turning amber add another third and stir 
gently to help melt that in the already hot 
liquid. Again, wait for bubbles to appear 
and add the final third.

Once all of your sugar is melted and 
tiny bubbles appear on the surface of 
the caramel add the heated cream all 
at once. Be aware that the caramel will 
bubble quite rapidly, wait for the bubbles 
to subside a little before continuing to stir 

the caramel mixture. Once all the cream 
has been incorporated remove caramel 
from heat.

Add the sea salt flakes and butterscotch 
schnapps and stir in completely. 

Pass the caramel through a course sieve 
into a clean bowl to remove any sugar 
clumps and begin adding the butter a 
few cubes at a time to slowly bring the 
temperature of the caramel down. 

Pour caramel into a shallow dish and 
refrigerate until chilled, approximately  
3-4 hours or overnight. 

When you are ready to use, bring to  
room temperature and whip the caramel 
with a paddle attachment on electric 
mixer to create butter cream of piping 
consistency. Pipe onto a macaron shell 
and sandwich together.

Leave in the refrigerator overnight for 
flavours to combine, for best texture and 
flavour serve at room temperature.

Salted Caramel 
Buttercream
Ingredients

• 150g thickened cream

• 350g castor sugar

• 1 vanilla bean, scraped or 1 tsp vanilla 
bean paste

• 25g glucose syrup

• 200g unsalted butter - room temp 
- cubed

• 8 sea salt flakes

• 30g butterscotch schnapps (optional)
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Method

Heat the thickened cream and glucose syrup to a boil 
and pour directly over the chocolate buttons. Leave for 
a minute or so for the chocolate to begin melting.

Stir briefly together with a clean spatula then emulsify 
with a whisk or stick blender. Once the ganache has 
cooled slightly add the softened butter and emulsify 
until thoroughly combined.

Pour into a shallow container and cover with a piece of 
cling film directly on the surface of the ganache so a 
skin doesn’t form.

Refrigerate until a piping consistency is reached, similar 
to spreadable peanut butter.

Chocolate Ganache

Ingredients

• 400g dark or milk chocolate buttons (or a combination of both)

• 300g thickened cream

• 30g glucose syrup

• 50g unsalted butter - room temperature, cubed
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To pipe unicorn shaped macarons use your macaron template  
and pipe a row of 3cm rounds which will make the back of your 
unicorn head. 

Pipe a separate row of round macarons and on these include a 
horn and two ears, as pictured.

Bake macarons as per normal macaron temperatures.

Once cool, sandwich your macarons with any filling and dip in a 
bowl of coloured nonperiels to coat the centre filling and leave to 
set in the fridge for 10 - 15 minutes.

Once set begin decorating your unicorns by piping diagonal lines 
across the horn to create texture. leave to set for a few minutes.

Using black edible marker mark the unicorn eyes and nose.

Using a clean paint brush and pink petal dust, dust the cheeks with 
a blush pink under the eyes.

Dilute edible gold luster dust with cake decorators alcohol and 
paint on the inner ear and around the horn.

Fill tipless piping bags with coloured royal icing and snip tiny tips 
from the bags ready for piping. Pipe curly hair details in differing 
colours around the unicorn head, framing the face with a gorgeous 
coloured mane that flows to one side. 

Dot the mane with tiny edible fondant flowers to compete  
the look.

Refrigerate for 1-2 hours to set completely.

Unicorn macarons
You will need:

• Uncoloured macaron batter

• Filling of your choice

• Multicoloured nonperiels such as Hundred’s and Thousand’s

• Edible gold luster dust 

• Cake decorators alcohol or rose spirit 

• Royal icing coloured in your favourite colours

• Tipless piping bags

• Edible marker in black

• Pink petal dust

• tiny fondant flowers (optional)

• Fine, clean paint brush

Perfect Macarons
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Using grey macaron batter and a 3cm template pipe grey macaron 
rounds, this will be the back of the bunny’s head.

For the bunny’s face, pipe a regular 3cm round then pipe two ears 
that attach directly to the 3cm round. Whilst the batter is still wet 
use a tipless piping bag to pipe white inside the bunny’s ear.  
Bake bunny macarons as per normal baking instructions.

Once your bunny’s are cool sandwich with your preferred filling 
and leave to set for in the fridge for 10 - 15 minutes.

When you are ready to decorate draw on bunny eyes and mouth 
using edible black marker. Pipe a tiny dot of pink royal icing for 
your bunny nose and attach a tiny fondant flower also using  
royal icing.

Using pink petal dust and a fine brush dust some pink for your 
bunny’s rosy cheeks.

Leave your bunny to set completely for 1- hours in the fridge.

Bunny macarons
You will need:

• Macaron batter, divided into two and coloured grey and white

• Filling of your choice

• Royal icing coloured in pink

• Tipless piping bags

• Edible marker in black

• Pink petal dust

• tiny fondant flowers

• Fine, clean paint brush

Perfect Macarons
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Using grey macaron batter and a 3cm template pipe grey macaron 
rounds, this will be the back of the elephant’s head.

For the elephant face, pipe a regular 3cm round then pipe two 
smaller rounds on each side of the face, these will be the ears. 
Whilst the batter is still wet use a tipless piping bag to pipe white 
inside the ear. Using the grey batter again pipe a curvy trunk that 
attaches directly to the elephant face.

Once your elephants are cool sandwich with your preferred filling 
and leave to set for in the fridge for 10 - 15 minutes.

When you are ready to decorate draw on eyes, mouth and creases 
within the trunk using edible black marker.

Leave your elephant to set completely for 1- hours in the fridge.

Elephant macarons
You will need:

• Macaron batter, divided into two and coloured grey and white

• Filling of your choice

• Edible marker in black

Perfect Macarons
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Using pink macaron batter and a 3cm template pipe pink macaron 
rounds, this will be the filling of the ice cream.

Using caramle coloured batter pipe triangles that attach directly 
into the pink rounds which will be the ice cream cone.

Sprinkle the icecreams lightly with 100’s and 1000’s while the 
batter is still wet and bake as per normal macaron baking times.

Once your ice cream’s are cool sandwich with your preferred filling 
and leave to set for in the fridge for 10 - 15 minutes.

When you are ready to decorate fill tip less piping bags with pink 
and golden yellow royal icing and snip a tiny tip from the bag. 
Pipe a diagonal criss cross pattern over the cone to represent the 
wafer cone and pipe pink curvy lines around the ice cream to give 
definition and interest.

Leave your icecream to set completely for 1- hours in the fridge.

Ice cream macarons
You will need:

• Macaron batter, divided into two and coloured pink and 
caramel

• Filling of your choice

• Royal icing coloured in pink and golden yellow

• Tipless piping bags

• Multicoloured nonperiels such as Hundred’s and Thousand’s

Perfect Macarons
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The following images are of things that have actually happened 
to me while learning to bake perfect macarons. The process can 
be challenging, but once you get that first tray of perfectly baked 
macarons you will seriously be hooked. After years of making 
these sweet treats I am still as obsessed as ever and the feeling of 
achievement when I get it right never gets old. 

Here are some tips to help you avoid the common pitfalls in baking 
these amazing morsels.

Help, my macarons aren’t perfect!
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Consistency of the Italian Meringue

To achieve perfect macaron shells it 
is important to make a perfect Italian 
meringue. Begin with perfectly clean and 
dry mixing bowls and beaters and have 
all the utensils your require at hand and 
ready to use.

Be sure that the egg whites are beaten to 
firm peaks before adding the sugar syrup. 
Loose egg whites will result in a loose 
macaron mix which is very delicate to 
handle and easy to over mix. 

Consistency of tant pour tant (TPT)  
and egg white mixture

The consistency of the TPT and egg white 
mixture should be that of a firm pliable 
paste. If your paste seems very dry or 
overly wet the ingredients may not have 
been measured correctly. Be sure to ‘tare’ 
or ‘zero’ your food scales before adding 
your ingredients to the bowl. If your 
scales are not weighing correctly they 
may be faulty or require a battery change.

If the egg white is not at the correct 
consistency before the sugar syrup is 
ready you can add a few drops of water  
to the syrup to bring the temperature 
back down a couple of degrees and allow 
some extra time for the egg white to 
continue beating.

Be sure that you have measured all of  
the ingredients correctly and that 
your sugar thermometer is correctly 
calibrated. You can check the accuracy  
of your thermometer by placing it in 
some boiling water. Your thermometer 
should read 100°C. 
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Macarons are lumpy or cracked on top  

Your batter was most probably under 
mixed. Your macarons will still taste 
delicious. The only way to achieve better 
results is practice.

Shells have stuck to the baking paper or 
silicone mat  

Check your oven temperature. Your oven 
may have been too hot or the macaron 
shells may have required a little more  
cooking time.

Be sure to let the shells cool completely 
before attempting to remove from either 
the baking paper or silicone mat. 

I have found the best way to remove 
macaron shells is to completely flip the 
baking paper with macaron shells on it 
upside down then removing the paper by 
applying out ward pressure to the paper 
and pulling it backward off the shells.

Macarons spread too much once piped  

You may have over mixed your batter 
when incorporating the meringue. By 
adding the meringue in stages you can 
see the progress of flow of your batter. 
Once the final 3rd of meringue is added 
fold the batter slowly until you can see 
some fluidity in movement. It is better to 
work slowly so as not to waste an entire 
batch of mixture. You can check the 
spread periodically by spooning some 
macaron paste onto a plate and watching  
how much it spreads and flattens until the 
correct consistency is achieved.
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Inconsistency in batch   

Some macarons have cracked, some are 
lop sided, some are perfect. Your oven 
fan may be too strong and may blow 
the macaron shells before they have 
had time to set completely or your oven 
temperature may be too high. You may 
be able to adjust the height of your oven 
racks so that the fan doesn’t blow directly 
onto the shells. You can aso crank the 
oven door open a little using a spoon, 
this allows the oven strong air movement 
caused by a fan to escape through the 
door rather than continue circulating 
within the oven cavity.

Macarons are lop sided / no feet formed

This most commonly occurs because 
the egg whites were under beaten when 
the sugar syrup was added, causing an 
unstable meringue.  

Another common reason for this is 
overcrowding in the oven, some ovens 
prefer for only one tray of macarons to 
be baked at once to allow the best heat 
distribution. 

Finally the temperature of your oven may 
have been reduced or the tray removed 
from the oven before the feet had time 
to set properly, causing the macarons 
to collapse on themselves. Try baking 
your macarons 1-2 minutes longer at the 
higher temperature and increasing total 
baking time by 1-2 minutes

You may have also too many trays in 
the oven at once causing uneven heat 
distribution or your oven may have ‘hot 
spots’. Make sure there is enough space 
between oven shelves to allow even 
heat distribution and don’t over crowd 
the oven. Try swapping your trays of 
macarons about half way through the 
cooking time to help with even cooking. 
If you are able to, turn your oven fan off 
or lower oven temperature and cook 
macaron shells for a little bit longer.
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Macarons have ‘burst’ out of the top

These macarons had some water applied 
to the top of the shell to smooth out 
bumps and small peaks. Unfortunately 
this additional moisture creates weak 
spots on the shell which is where the 
shell cracks during baking, causing the 
macaron to spill out like a volcano. All 
throughout my recipes I emphasise the 
need to reduce the amount of moisture 
in the mixture, by rubbing even a small 
amount of water on top of the shell 
we can disrupt that balance and cause 
weakness in the shell.

Macarons are soft and ill formed

You may have added too much colouring 
into your batter which has disrupted the 
moisture balance of the macarons. This 
makes the macarons puff up in the oven 
and collapse on themselves once taken 
out, resulting in soft misshapen pillows. 
The flavour is usually also altered with a 
bitter aftertaste.

Macaron shells are crispy and dry

The shells may have been left in the 
oven or on the hot baking tray for too 
long. Try removing from the oven a little 
earlier next time and be sure to remove 
the macaron shells on the baking paper 
straight off of the hot baking tray and on 
to cooling racks to stop the cooking, allow 
to cool completely before removing.

Shells have browned too much but  
inside is still undercooked

Your oven temperature may be too high. 
Lower the oven temperature and increase 
the cooking time by a minute or two.

Your macarons rise in the oven but 
collapse when removed

The feet of your macarons haven’t 
had sufficient time to set, causing the 
macarons to collapse as soon as the 
temperature is reduced or they are 
removed from the oven. This happenes 
most often when your oven is full or 
when there is humidity in the air - the 
macarons require a little longer baking 
time at the initial high temperature to 
help the feet set. I have increased my 
baking time to 18 - 19 minutes to help 
overcome this issue in my oven
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Frequently Asked Questions:

Is there a quick way to make macarons?

Unfortunately no. I have been making 
macarons for more than six years now 
and have found that the way to perfect 
shells and delicious macarons with a 
perfect texture is by being organised, 
preparing ingredients ahead of time and 
taking great care in every stage of the 
process. The devil really is in the detail 
here and the more precise you are, the 
better your end result will be. You will 
become quicker and more efficient  
with practice.

If you are short on time and would like to 
make macarons I recommend preparing 
as much as you can beforehand, so that 
when the time comes to baking your 
shells everything is organised and ready 
to go. Dry ingredients can be weighed, 
measured and stored beforehand. Your 
Tant Pour Tant can even be measured, 
blended and sieved, store in a tightly 
sealed container in a dark, cool spot for 
up to two weeks. Your fillings can be 
made a few days in advance and kept 
refrigerated until needed. Egg whites can 
be separated and frozen if required.  

Can I use a Thermomix™ to make 
macarons?

I do recommend the use of a Thermomix 
or similar style blender to create your 
tant pout tant mix. The power and vortex 
type blending creates a fine, sandy 
powder that is perfect for making smooth 
macaron shells. 

Unfortunately have never made an Italian 
Meringue in a Thermomix or used one to 
create the macaron batter.

I wouldn’t recommend using a blender to 
create the macaron batter, this is really 
best done by hand. The macaron batter is 
fragile and requires gentle folding which 
is best done by hand. Over mixing can 
happen very quickly and once the batter 
is over mixed it cannot be brought back.

What is the best colouring to use?

I have found paste and gel colours to use. 
I normally use Wilton or Americolour gels 
or a combination of both to achieve the 
shade I require.

How do I achieve vibrant colours?

Vibrant and dark colours can be difficult 
to achieve. If you are looking to achieve 
these try adding colour into your sugar 
syrup, your meringue and into your 
almond paste, once all three elements 
are combined your colour should be quite 
dark. Try to add as much colour as you 
need before adding the meringue to your 
almond paste as any colour added after 
can be difficult to combine completely 
and can result in an over mixed batter. 
Also try searching for brands that stock 
intensive colour concentrations, this 
way less colour is required to achieve the 
desired result. Beware that dark navy and 
black macaron shells will discolour the 
mouth, tongue and teeth of anyone who 
eats them.

How do I know if my batter is under 
mixed?

Under mixed batter doesn’t flow when 
your spatula is removed from your bowl, 
the mix will drop from a spatula in clumps 
rather than flow in ribbons and if piped 
at this consistency the peaks that can be 
created during iping won’t flatten down, 
instead they will remain on the shell and 
the piped shell will have a grainy look. 
Give your batter a few more folds and 
check the consistency again.
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How do I know of my batter is mixed 
correctly?

Your batter is the correct consistency 
when you can see the mixture flow back 
to the sides of the bowl once your spatula 
has been removed. The batter should be 
supply and shiny and flatten itself out 
completely within a minute or so. You can 
tap your bowl on your work surface to 
see if that helps flatten any lumps in your 
bowl. Your batter should flow in ribbons 
from your spatula when removed from 
the bowl.

How do I know if my batter is over 
mixed?

Your batter is over mixed if the mixture 
suddenly becomes very loose and when 
piped the flow doesn’t stop. You will 
notice that the piped shells continue 
spreading and pool on your baking tray. 
Unfortunately once your batter is over 
mixed there is no saving it. Try again and 
stop folding a little earlier. Also try to 
avoid beating your batter as this deflates 
the air bubbles within your meringue  
and can cause over mixing to occur  
very quickly.

Do I let my macarons rest?

No, I don’t let my macarons rest or form 
skin before baking, simply as soon as 
I have finished piping the final tray of 
macarons I bake the first trays of shells 
that I piped. I recommend making smaller 
batches of macarons and baking them 
as quickly as possible, making sure not 
to leave my macarons out, unbaked, for 
longer than 30 minutes. 

Do I use silicone sheets or baking paper?

I use regular baking paper. I have tried 
using silicone sheets and Silpat™ mats but 
have had the best results using regular  
baking paper.

Is humidity a factor when making 
macarons?

Yes, humidity can be a factor when 
making macarons. I recommend having 
a fan on to create air movement during 
humid days and if possible the use of 
an dehumidifier if available. Some air-
conditioning units have a dehumidifier 
setting. Try not to let your macaron shells 
rest for too long before baking on humid 
days as the moisture that develops on 
the shell can cause weakness and result in 
cracked shells.

How do I know if my macarons are 
baked?

Your macaron shells should have a nice 
formed foot and dry shell, your total 
baking time should be somewhere 
between 16 - 18 minutes, depending on 
the temperatures you have baked your 
shells at. If you touch your macaron shells 
they should feel dry to the touch but still 
have a little wobble underneath. Do not 
try to remove your macarons from the 
baking try whilst still warm.

Why did my macarons stick to the 
baking paper or silicone mat?

Be sure your macaron shells are 
completely cool before trying to remove 
from the baking paper. I leave my 
macaron shells to cool for a minimum 
time of 20 - 30 minutes. As the shells 
cool they will naturally contract making 
it easier to remove the baking paper. I 
also avoid trying to remove my macarons 
directly from the baking paper. Instead 
I confidently and slowly flip the baking 
paper with the macaron shells attached 
over completely and remove the 
macaron shells by pulling and applying 
outward pressure to the baking paper, 
this way the macaron shells are less likely 
to lose their bottoms and are removed 
completely from the baking paper.
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Why are my macarons hollow inside?

Macarons are usually hollow for a couple 
of reasons. Your meringue may have  
been beaten at a high speed too quickly 
which allows large, uneven air bubbles to 
form. This causes great lift in the oven 
that produces hollow shells. To avoid 
this begin beating your egg whites at a 
medium speed until foamy and increase 
gradually as your sugar syrup comes to a 
boil. I increase the speed of my mixer in 
stages until my mixer is at full speed by 
the time the sugar syrup reaches 115°C 
and the egg whites are at firm peaks at 
118°C or 245°F.

Another cause for hollow shells can be a 
baking temperature that is too high.  
A high temperature causes great lift 
which is what is needed to create even 
feet, however the shells set at this height 
which causes the hollows. Try reducing 
your baking temperature by 10 degrees 
and increasing baking time by 1-2 
minutes.

Why did my macarons stick to the tray?

Your macarons may not have been baked 
for long enough. the total baking time 
for perfect macaron shells should be 
between 16 and 18 minutes, depending 
on the temperature. Try baking your 
macarons 1-2 minutes more.

You may have tried to remove your 
macarons whilst they were still warm.  
It is important to allow macarons plenty 
of time to cool completely before 
trying to remove from the baking paper, 
normally between 20 - 30 minutes or 
until they are completely cool to the 
touch. The macaron shells contract 
naturally as the macaron shells cool 
allowing them to peel easily from the 
baking paper.

What is the best way to remove 
macarons from the baking paper?

Once your macaron shells are completely 
cool, pick up the entire sheet of baking 
paper holding the top corners and flip 
over confidently but gently. Remove the 
baking paper by peeling it back, away 
from the macaron shells, folding the 
baking paper away and applying even 
outward pressure as you peel away.

Do I recommend any brands?

Personally I use any almond meal that is 
available, always be sure to prepare your 
almond meal correctly by drying and 
processing the meal with pure icing sugar 
into a fine sandy consistency.

I always use CSR Pure Icing Sugar 
rather than Icing Mixture as the mixture 
contains corn flour based anti-caking 
agents that can stop the macaron shells 
from setting firm

I use Wilton or Americolour paste 
colours. I try to avoid the Queen 
water based colours available in the 
supermarket. However, if they are the 
only colours available to you, you can 
weigh the colour required within the 
water component when making the syrup 
for your Italian meringue.
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